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Abstract - Indoor navigation is opportune for everyone, and it is particularly requisite for the visually impaired. The paper 
reviews the existing indoor navigation system and proposes an indoor navigation system for the visually impaired to attain 
audio output through Visible Light Communications (VLC).The transmission of data occurs after identifying the person who 
has entered the room and the technology Light Fidelity (Li-Fi) is used for presenting information to the user. Li-Fi 
technology is used by the proposed system for the wider range of transmission of data. The usage of visible light for 
transmitting the data encompasses a wide variety of advantages and eliminates most problems of communication caused by 
the electromagnetic waves outside the visible spectrum. Li-Fi is an evolving branch of optical wireless communication and 
can be beneficial in coming years for indoor communication because it can afford higher data rate transmission along with 

the capability to utilize additional users since it uses a broader spectrum bandwidth. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Li-Fi innovation can exchange the information 

through LEDs. It is a rapid and minimal effort remote 

correspondence framework, contrasted with Wi-Fi. It 

can give high security, huge data transmission, and 

ease. Li-Fi utilizes basic family LED (light emanating 

diodes) lights to empower information exchange, 

bragging speeds up to 224 gigabits for every second. 

Light Fidelity (Li-Fi) is a bidirectional, fast and 
completely organized remote correspondence 

innovation like Wi-Fi. The term was authored by 

Harald Haas and is a type of obvious light 

correspondence and a subset of optical remote 

interchanges (OWC) and could be a supplement to 

RF correspondence (Wi-Fi or Cellular system), or 

even a substitution in setting of information 

broadcasting. Li-Fi can be viewed as superior to Wi-

Fi on the grounds that there are a few constraints in 

Wi-Fi. Wi-Fi utilizes 2.4 – 5 GHz radio frequencies 

to convey remote web access and its data transfer 
capacity is constrained to 50-100 Mbps. This 

innovation has been proposed as an answer for the RF 

data transmission restrictions. Indoor route is helpful 

to everybody and it is particularly essential for the 

outwardly hindered. Li-Fi makes utilization of a free, 

unlicensed range and isn't influenced by RF clamor. 

Besides, most indoor areas would have an adequate 

measure of light sources and give extra security since 

Li-Fi can't enter through dividers. 

Individuals with visual incapacities, either somewhat 

or absolutely visually impaired, are regularly tested 
by spots that are not planned or their exceptional 

condition. Instances of these are transport and train 

terminals, clinics and shopping centers. A few 

"ordinary" protests that are available in most 

fabricated situations turn out to be genuine 

impediments for visually impaired individuals, 

notwithstanding putting in danger their physical 

uprightness. Straightforward articles, for example, 

seats, tables and stairs, ruin their developments and 

can regularly cause genuine mishaps. This Li-Fi 

innovation encourages the outwardly weakened to 

move inside indoor situations. The fundamental goal 
of the framework is to give, in genuine – time, helpful 

route data that empowers a client to settle on fitting 

and auspicious choices on which course to follow in 

an indoor space. The worries of the absence of radio 

recurrence transfer speed might be precluded by Li-Fi 

and high information transmission rates of up to 

15Gbps can be achieved. With the expanding 

utilization of Wi-Fi, the current radio recurrence 

range is getting topped off purposely and all the 

while, there are an expanding number of individuals 

who need to interface with the web. Li-Fi, is an 
information interchanges medium which utilizes 

noticeable light and will contribute the outwardly 

hindered individuals for the route and causes them to 

travel independently at indoor spots. 

 

II. CHOOSING SUITABLE TECHNOLOGY 

 

In every design and implementation choosing suitable 

technology according to application is very 

important. In Table I, comparison among several 

indoor localization techniques is shown based on 
various parameters, such as accuracy, coverage, cost, 

complexity, and typical applicative environment. 

 

Technologies 

 Accuracy[m] Coverage [m] Cost 
Typical 

Environment 

Bluetooth 1÷10 <10 Low Indoor/Outdoor 

RFID 10-1÷1 1-10 Low Indoor 

Ultrasound 10-2 2-10 Medium Indoor 
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Wi-Fi 1÷10 20-50 Medium/Low Indoor/Outdoor 

Infrared 10-2÷1 1-5 Medium/Low Indoor 
Table I. Comparison among Indoor Localization Technologies. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Graphical overview of the technologies enabling the indoor localization in dependence of accuracy and coverage[13] 

 

III. VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATION 

 

VLC is appropriate for all businesses and use cases in 

which reference points are utilized. For instance: 

grocery stores, shopping centers, DIY stores, airplane 

terminals, railroad stations, inns, gastronomy, parking 

structures, the medicinal services part, historical 

centers, exchange fairs, places of business and 

industry zones. A cell phone can decide its position 
by means of VLC (customer based) – thusly and for 

having a back channel, an application is vital. In this 

way, notices (for instance coupons) can be 

transmitted to the client. Server based following, 

which incorporates gadgets without application, just 

works with extra equipment in the light. Explicit use 

cases could be: Passengers can without much of a 

stretch discover their vehicle in an air terminal 

parking structure with the assistance of an application 

and VLC. Clients of stores are being explored to the 

required items from point A to point B. 

 
VLC can be utilized as a situating innovation, 

essentially for inside territories. Unique LED and 

fluorescent lights convey incongruously gleaming 

light which can be identified by a cell phone camera 

or a different photograph finder, which is for instance 

appended to a shopping bin. This empowers for 

instance indoor route (through application) and 

following (examination of movement profiles by 

means of application). Later on, VLC could likewise 

be utilized for remote web connection. Technically it 

works that way: Each light has its own ID which it 
aggregates into beating light and sends to cell phones 

in the gathering range. The application can get to a 

guide in which the lights and their IDs are found. The 

rate edge refines the position. Extra equipment, for 

example, signals can fill in, where light doesn't 

progress. 

IV. IMPLEMENTED METHODS SO FAR 

 

Route is usally profoundly trying for the extremely 

outwardly impeded particularly in indoor condition. 

A few arrangements have been proposed to manage 

this test. So the Technology used to defeat this issue 

is Li-Fi (Light-Fidelity). The creator in[1] have 

created programmed indoor route frameworks for the 

outwardly weakened individuals utilizing Li-Fi 
Technology with Arduino and utilized IR sensor for 

impediment recognition. 

 

VLC show high vitality efficiency, wide unlicensed 

correspondence data transmission just as natural 

security, consequently they may turn out to be a piece 

of future remote systems.The VLC framework has a 

huge range of convincing applications in indoor 

communications.The creator of[2] have built up, the 

LED passageways (AP) determination procedures of 

Lifi-WiFi half and half systems depending on the 

multi-furnished desperado conspire. Besides, so as to 
build an able mixture Lifi-WiFi framework, both the 

'exponential loads for investigation and 

exploitation'(EXP3) just as the 'exponentially-

weighted calculation with straight programming' 

(ELP) based LED passages (AP) determination 

calculations were proposed. Moreover, they imagined 

the upper bound of the amassed reward hole 

capacity's normal incentive for both the EXP3 and 

ELP calculations considering the LEDs' topology and 

the neighbor perception condition. At long last, 

quantitative execution assessments were given. In 
light of their broad reproductions, their proposed 

calculations were appeared to accomplish significant 

gains, which confirmed the efficiency of the EXP3-

and ELP-based LED AP choice calculations. 
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Visual impairment is a condition in which an 

individual loses the visual discernment. Versatility 
and self-unwavering quality for the outwardly 

disabled and visually impaired individuals has 

dependably been an issue. The creator of [3] have 

built up a shrewd Electronic Traveling Aid (ETA) 

called BlinDar. This keen controlling ETA enhances 

the life of visually impaired as it is very much 

furnished with Internet of Things (IoT) and is 

intended to help the outwardly weakened and 

incognizant in regards to stroll without requirement in 

close just as open conditions. BlinDar is an 

exceedingly productive, solid, quick reacting, light 

weight, low power expending and practical gadget for 
the visually impaired. Ultrasonic sensors have been 

utilized to distinguish the deterrent and potholes 

inside a scope of 2m. GPS and ESP8266 Wi-Fi 

module has been utilized for imparting the area to the 

cloud. MQ2 gas sensor is utilized for recognizing fire 

in way and a RF Tx/Rx module for finding the stick 

when it is lost. Arduino Mega2560 is the 

microcontroller utilized, which has 54 advanced I/O 

pins which makes the interfacing of segments simple. 

[3] 

 
Person on foot route frameworks, for example, 

Google Maps have turned out to be famous because 

of the advancement and promotion of cell phones and 

convenient tablet gadgets. Be that as it may, it is 

troublesome for outwardly weakened individuals to 

utilize such frameworks, on the grounds that 

practically these are created for solid people. The 

creator in[4] have built up a route framework for 

outwardly hindered individuals. So as to adjust to 

dynamic or transient ecological changes, for example, 

transitory obstructions, the framework makes 

utilization of a little wearable camera to appraise the 
client's position and build a 3D natural guide. They 

have connected expansive scale coordinate 

monocular synchronous confinement and mapping 

(LSD-SLAM) to build up the framework, one of the 

Visual SLAM procedures, to our framework. The 

creator have presented their methodology and 

framework development, and portray the 

consequences of a halfway exhibit of its capacities. 

 

Driven's are tremendously with the end goal of indoor 

lighting. The creator in [5] have focussed on the 
execution of VLC structure for indoor condition. 

They have proposed subtleties that the transmitted 

information flag is recognized at the receiver.The 

voice playback module helps in giving sound yield to 

the client along these lines helping in indoor area 

estimation. 

 

The exploration done in [6] has structure a wise 

framework that tends to the issue of constant 

confinement and route of outwardly hindered (VI) in 

an indoor situation utilizing a monocular camera. The 

exploration has built up, a computationally more 

affordable incorporated framework to join imaging 

geometry, Visual Odometry (VO), Object Detection 
(OD) alongside Distance-Depth (D-D) estimation 

calculations for exact route and confinement by using 

a solitary monocular camera as the main sensor. The 

created calculation is tried for both standard 

Karlsruhe and indoor condition recorded datasets. 

Tests have been completed continuously utilizing a 

cell phone camera that catches picture information of 

nature as the individual moves and is sent over Wi-Fi 

for further preparing to the MATLAB programming 

model running on an Intel i7 processor. 

 

As a rule lighting applications It has for quite some 
time been perceived that LEDs utilized in such 

frameworks can be all the while tweaked to give a 

double capacity of interchanges. Proposed 

applications for noticeable light interchanges (VLC) 

incorporate indoor neighborhood through room 

lighting in-flight information downlinks through 

plane perusing lights astute transportation situating in 

remote sensor systems and submerged. The creator in 

[7] have planned a model Li-Fi framework to 

exchange information just as Files. Our thought is to 

send information and record as sequential information 
utilizing UART sequential correspondence starting 

with one PC then onto the next PC utilizing VLC. 

They have utilized the noticeable light 

correspondence at the transmitting end and 

furthermore for gathering they have utilized 

photodiodes at the accepting PC. Photograph diode 

transistor is utilized to recuperate the information 

from noticeable light and modifying intensifier is 

utilized to get the information and prepared by pic 

controller associated with PC sequential 

correspondence port just as Android Phone utilizing 

OTG link. It tends to be utilized wherever LED light 
source is accessible. 

 

The creator in [8] have built up an indoor route 

framework that uses obvious light correspondence 

innovation, which utilizes LED lights and a 

geomagnetic amendment technique, went for 

supporting outwardly debilitated individuals who 

travel inside. To confirm the adequacy of the 

framework, they have directed an analysis focusing 

on outwardly disabled individuals. Despite the fact 

that gaining exact positional data and distinguishing 
headings inside is troublesome, they affirmed that 

utilizing this framework, precise positional data and 

travel course can be gotten using unmistakable light 

correspondence innovation, which utilizes LED 

lights, and amending the estimations of the 

geomagnetic sensor incorporated in a cell phone. 

 

Obvious Light Communication (VLC) is a 

developing field in Optical Wireless Communication 

(OWC) which uses the unrivaled adjustment 

transmission capacity of Light Emitting Diodes 

(LEDs) to transmit information. In cutting edge 
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correspondence frameworks, the most mainstream 

recurrence band is Radio Frequency (RF) primarily 
because of little impedance and great inclusion. In 

any case, the quickly decreasing RF range alongside 

expanding remote system traffic has substantiated the 

requirement for more noteworthy data transmission 

and phantom alleviation. By joining brightening and 

correspondence, VLC gives pervasive 

correspondence while tending to the deficiencies and 

impediments of RF correspondence. The creator in 

[9] have furnished a complete review on VLC with an 

accentuation on difficulties looked in indoor 

applications over the period 1979– 2014. VLC is 

contrasted and infrared (IR) and RF frameworks and 
the need for utilizing this gainful innovation in 

correspondence frameworks is advocated. The 

benefits of LEDs contrasted with conventional 

lighting advancements are examined and correlation 

is done between various kinds of LEDs right now 

accessible. Techniques expected to enhance VLC 

framework execution, for example, sifting, evening 

out, remuneration, and pillar shaping are additionally 

displayed. 

 

The creator in [10] have built up, an indoor 
unmistakable light situating framework assessing 

multipath reflections has been explored for a 

commonplace room where the motivation reaction is 

gotten utilizing CDMMC approach. They have 

ultrasonic sensor for identifies the impediments. 

Likewise voice based indoor route for visually 

impaired individuals utilizing Li-Fi. 

 

The creator in [11] has built up a model convenient 

gadget, comprising of a pedometer and a standard 

white stick, on which a laser go discoverer and a 3-

hub gyrator have been mounted. A tale present 
estimation calculation has been created for 

powerfully assessing the heading and position of an 

individual exploring in a known building. The 

premise of estimation plot is a two-layered expanded 

Kalman channel (EKF) for frame of mind and 

position estimation. The principal layer keeps up a 

frame of mind gauge of the white stick, which is in 

this way given to the second layer where a position 

gauge of the client is created. Test results are 

displayed that exhibit the dependability of the 

proposed strategy for precise, continuous human 
confinement. 

 

A VLC (Visible Light Communication) framework 

utilizing glaring lights has been created for indoor 

direction of the outwardly disabled. While it is 

moderately clear to give summed up area data to a 

visually impaired client, exact area data is 

considerably more hard to decide. The creator in [12] 

have built up the viable information gathering range 

and the recipient's exact area have been determined 

utilizing estimated sensor points. A progression of 

examinations have been performed in a down to earth 

stage with 22 glaring lights, 39 estimating focuses 

(MP). The normal separation blunder could reach as 
low as 10 cm. This advancement will give more 

noteworthy precision and along these lines less worry 

for visually impaired clients. 

 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Li-Fi Technology operates by sending the data over 

light. In order to generate light signals LEDlight 

bulbs, can be flashed on and off speedily. A Light 

Receiver is used for receiving the LED signals. The 

intensity of light can be varied to send data by the 

minute changes in amplitude. The technology focuses 
on light bulb being flickered up to billions of times a 

second and the particular phenomenon is 

unnoticeable to the human eye. If the LED is ON, a 

digital string of 1s is transmitted, if it’s OFF then a 

string of 0s is transmitted. It can be switched ON and 

OFF very rapidly. 

 

 
Fig 2. Transmitter circuit 

 

The transmitter unit is fitted to the wall/ceiling. In the 
transmitter the modulated information is transmitted 

through LED.The receiver unit consist a photo 

transistor which receives the information from the 

LED connected to the transmitter. 

 
Fig 3. Receiver circuit 

 

We placed transmitter circuit in each room or 

location. Receiver circuit is embedded in cap of blind 

person. Whenever receiver come near transmitter i.e. 

blind person enters in particular location, 

transmission takes place.  Output module comprises 
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of Voice playback module and earphone. Output 

conveys room name in which he entered.This system 
has additional advantage other than location 

estimation; it has obstacle detection for blind people. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Wireless communication plays a very important role 

in today’s world and it is one of the fastest emerging 

technology. VLC and Li-Fi, where data transmission 

is done using visible light spectrum give high rate of 

data transmission .In this paper, we survey various 

methods used in indoor navigation and the role of 

VLC in indoor positioning. Based on survey and 
various methods used so far we propose Li-Fi and 

voice based indoor navigation system that also uses 

IR sensor for obstacle detection for blind people. 
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